New standards for
meetings consolidated in a
single meeting package
Five of the most inspiring and quality-conscious hotels and
conference venues on Fyn have now teamed up to present a meeting
package that quite simply sets new standards. Quality, soul and
service are taken as read. You decide where to hold your meeting and
where you want to eat – and we can assure you that the drive will be
a special experience in and of itself!

A meeting package that incorporates soul, beautiful and
inspiring surroundings, peerless cuisine, visits to local
sights and attractions, top-class service and magnificent
accommodation. A meeting package that is ready to use.

Munkebo Kro
20 min.

First Hotel Grand

FYN

35 min.
50 min.

Lykkesholm
Castle

25 min.

Broholm Castle
25 min.

Stella Maris

Contents
•

Historical meeting room

•

Breakfast

•

Iced water and fruit all day

•

Lunch including one beer or soft drink

•

Coffee & cake

•

Departure to new venue at 17:00

•

Sparkling wine and snacks on the bus

•

Local entertainment

•

3-course dinner

•

Coffee and petits fours

•

Transport back to the hotel at 22:30

•

Single occupancy accommodation

•

Breakfast

Total price:

DKK 2,745
The concept:
•

Fyn history, quality and ingredients

•

10–30 meeting participants, one or more days

•

One point of contact, one consolidated invoice

•

Meeting package and accommodation at one venue

•

Dinner and entertainment at another

•

Transport between venues in the culture and meeting bus

•

All kinds of options – but the price is the same, whatever the
combination

•

You decide for yourself where to hold your meeting, and
where to go for dinner.

(incl. VAT)

BOOK NOW
To book your meeting package: contact one
of the five host venues and book the entire
package

www.mødeøenfyn.dk

Broholm Castle – where
history meets the future
For everyone with even a hint of historical interest or a weakness
for romance and nostalgia, a visit to or a stay at Broholm Castle is a
fascinating odyssey through almost seven centuries of history.

Broholm Castle has been the setting for meetings since the
Middle Ages – and some of these meeting were actually crucial to
the fate of Denmark as a whole.
So there is every reason to choose Broholm Castle as the venue
for your next meeting or event. Broholm Castle is convenient and
unpretentious; as a guest, you will quickly feel at home in the
beautiful and historical rooms – ideal for allowing new ideas and
creativity to flourish.
The facilities at Broholm include:

•

Teambuilding and historical tours can be arranged at
Broholm Castle

Local entertainment
We adapt local entertainment to suit your wishes. At Broholm
Castle, this could, for example, take the form of:
•

A guided tour of historical Broholm Castle and a visit to the
Stone Age Museum.

•

Tips and tricks in the kitchen – prepare snacks while enjoying
a delicious glass of wine.

•

Nineteen delightful double rooms

•

Hire of meeting room and other rooms included in the prices

•

Authentic kitchen serving tasty Fyn specialities prepared
using locally sourced ingredients

•

All standard AV equipment (whiteboard, flipover, projector
and screen) included in the prices

•

Wireless internet connection in all meeting rooms and other
rooms – included in the prices

Email: bro@broholm.dk

•

20 min. from motorway connection to Nyborg, the Great Belt
and Odense

www.broholm.dk

•

Historical meeting rooms for 2–60 people

Broholm Castle
Tel. +45 62 25 10 55
Address: Broholmsvej 32, DK-5884 Gudme

www.mødeøenfyn.dk

First Hotel Grand
First Hotel Grand has been the venue for all kinds of meetings and
events for more than a century. At the hotel, historical architecture
meets modern technology and new concepts to create a truly
inspiring environment.

First Hotel Grand is a magnificent meeting venue in the heart of
Denmark.
In addition to 137 charming guest rooms, the hotel has five
historical event rooms.
The lobby also contains our cosy hotel bar, which is renowned for
its delicious and creative cocktails.
We make a point of preparing bespoke offers for each individual
enquiry. We also take pride in providing truly professional service.

First Hotel Grand Odense
Tel. +45 66 11 71 71
Email: konference.grand@firsthotels.dk
Address: Jernbanegade 18, DK-5000 Odense C
www.firsthotels.dk

Our exclusive breakfast buffet is served in our magnificent
restaurant with its impressive chandeliers and marble columns.

Local entertainment
We adapt local entertainment to suit your wishes. At First Hotel
Grand, this could, for example, take the form of:
•

A guided tour of Odense city centre, following in the
footsteps of Hans Christian Andersen.

•

A course in making tempting cocktails, under the expert
guidance of our creative bar tenders.

www.mødeøenfyn.dk

Lykkesholm Castle
Set in beautiful, historical surroundings, Lykkesholm provides the
perfect backdrop for meetings, conferences and other functions. We
only ever host one party at a time, so we can devote our full attention
to its needs.

Ever since the late Middle Ages, the solid walls of Lykkesholm
have formed a secure setting for the sumptuous celebrations
held by owner after another.
Surrounded by the beautiful countryside of Fyn, Lykkesholm is
an absolute gem, and as the years have passed it has become
even more beautiful. With its conference facilities, 28 double
rooms overlooking the moat, the lakes and the nearby woods,
Lykkesholm is quite simply the perfect place to hold meetings,
courses and dinner parties.
If you wish to host an event at Lykkesholm, you need to book
the entire castle – which will place all buildings, staff and
surroundings at your full disposal. So enjoy the peace and
quiet and give free reign to your imagination in the charming,
historical setting. We organise meeting rooms to suit your needs,
equipping them with a projector, screen, wireless internet,
flipover and whiteboard as required.

Lykkesholm Castle
Tel.+45 62 29 29 62
Email: info@lykkesholm.dk
Address: Lykkesholmvej 20, DK-5853 Ørbæk
www.lykkesholm.dk

Local entertainment
We adapt local entertainment to suit your wishes. At Lykkesholm
Castle, this could, for example, take the form of:
•

A guided tour of the castle, presenting its impressive history.

•

Tasting local beer from Ørbæk brewery, in the company of
the master brewer himself.

www.mødeøenfyn.dk

Munkebo Kro
Munkebo Kro has been providing the setting for meetings and parties for
190 years. Enjoy the history and charm of the inn itself, the fresh sea air,
and the delights of a delicious meal in the wonderful restaurant after a
long day of meetings.

A stay at Munkebo Kro is always a pleasant and tasteful
experience. Admire the view out over Kertinge Nor (cove) and
soak up the relaxing ambience in the restaurant. We have 23
beautiful, neatly furnished rooms and a restaurant serving highclass cuisine, as well as modern and functional meeting rooms
that are ideal for meetings and get-togethers of all kinds. All our
rooms receive plenty of daylight and provide direct access to the
outdoors.
Our ambition is to create an informal, intimate atmosphere for
our guests, and we strive to make every meeting or function
memorable for all the right reasons.

Local entertainment

In our restaurant, we make a point of always working with fresh,
locally sourced ingredients; we place emphasis on good taste
and on ensuring that meals are prepared creatively with care and
attention.

Hotel Munkebo Kro
Tel. +45 65 97 40 30
Email: info@munkebokro.dk
Address: Fjordvej 56, DK-5330 Munkebo
www.munkebokro.dk

We adapt local entertainment to suit your wishes. At Munkebo
Kro, this could, for example, take the form of:
•

Wine tasting in our well-stocked wine cellar.

•

A painting workshop led by a local artist.

www.mødeøenfyn.dk

Stella Maris Hotel de Luxe
Quite simply, one of Denmark’s elite hotels.
Located right next to the waters of Svendborg Sound and rightly famous
for its remarkable setting, the hotel is intended for everyone who
appreciates top quality in every respect.

Stella Maris Hotel de Luxe

Local entertainment

Stella Maris is a stylish, luxurious hotel for business events,
conferences, seminars, meetings, sales activities, corporate
events and more.

We adapt local entertainment to suit your wishes. At Stella Maris,
this could, for example, take the form of:

We provide the perfect setting in our separate meeting building,
which is located right next to the hotel itself. The facility is
ideal for exclusive events and meetings, as you have the entire
building to yourself.

•

Wine tasting in our own cellar.

•

Beer tasting with our qualified beer sommelier.

Hotel Stella Maris is synonymous with relaxed luxury, making it
most definitely worth a visit.

Stella Maris Hotel de Luxe

A stay at Stella Maris is like coming home!

Tel. +45 62 21 21 25

Facts about Stella Maris
•

34 double rooms and two single rooms.

•

Meeting rooms for up to 80 people, and three group meeting
rooms.

•

Free Wifi and parking.

•

A full range of AV equipment.

Email: reception@stellamaris.dk
Address: Kogtvedvænget 3 DK-5700 Svendborg
www.stellamaris.dk

www.mødeøenfyn.dk

Meeting and culture bus
Ready to try something new?
CuBus is a new and extraordinary concept in the field of transport. CuBus
is a culture lounge on wheels, adding a whole new dimension to the
concept of “To live is to travel”.

Put another way, it is not so much a matter of “walk and talk” as
of “drive and discuss”. Travelling in the bus makes it simple to
continue the meeting and provides an excellent opportunity to
network. The setting stimulates a different type of interaction
when the bus takes a corner or drives over a speed bump –
something you rarely experience in a meeting room ...
What is more, you can book entertainment for your trip – see
cubus.dk/oplevelser for details.

Meeting and culture bus
Tel. +45 23 20 21 17
Email: cubus@cubus.dk
www.cubus.dk

Meeting facilities:
•

Projector, headset, wireless microphone, 220V sockets

•

Six tables for dividing the group into teams

•

Songbooks, piano and fireplace video

•

Pick-up in Billund, Odense or Nyborg, if appropriate

•

Sparkling wine and snacks

•

The most accommodating VIP bus in Denmark, with room for
27 people

•

Extras: Local beer on tap, stand-up comedy, live music, etc.
Transport to and from the first venue.

www.mødeøenfyn.dk

